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Get the message.

Mutare’s giSTT Hosted speech to text service 
delivers voice messages as text to email. 

We’ve gotten rave reviews about the new tools, that have been 

provided, especially from our ‘power users’ in the field, who really 

appreciate speed and efficiency for their communications. Overall, I’d 

estimate that we have increased productivity of our people in the New 

York area by at least 15%.”
Craig Cuyar, CIO, Cushman & Wakefield
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Get the message.

Mutare Means Change. For three decades, we’ve been em-

powering organizations to re-imagine a better way to connect 

with each other. Today, through our transformative digital 

voice and text messaging solutions, we make communications 

with colleagues, customers and prospects simple, secure and 

effective. 
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Sample speech to text delivery, above. Some names and words may not translate perfectly, 
but the message provides enough information to “get the gistt” and act without listening.
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giSTT Hosted for Any Size Business
What is giSTT Hosted

Mutare’s giSTT Hosted is an enterprise voicemail-to-email 

transcription solution designed for the small to medium 

sized business. giSTT Hosted does not require a dedicated 

on-premise server or related software. It works with existing 

voicemail systems capable of forwarding sound files in email.

What to Expect

giSTT Hosted is designed to deliver a reasonable approxima-

tion of the voice message. In most cases, users should be able 

to act on the message without needing to listen to the audio. 

They can still listen to the original voice message by clicking 

on the audio attachment if needed.

Benefits

• Fast: Read and process voicemail information in a frac-

tion of the time it takes to listen.

• Efficient: Promotes uninterrupted work flow and closer 

collaboration so businesses run better.

giSTT Hosted <giSTT@mutare.com>


